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Analysing Poetry (2)

This time, I have chosen to look at a very different poem from Frost’s “Design”. Keat’s 
poem “To Autumn” is one of the most famous and best-loved poems in the English 
language. Analysing it requires a slightly different approach to the one we took when we 
discussed “Design”, as we shall see. 

First, read the poem through once or twice. At least one reading should be out loud.

To Autumn

Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness, 
Close bosom-friend of the maturing sun; 

Conspiring with him how to load and bless 
With fruit the vines that round the thatch-eves run; 

To bend with apples the moss'd cottage-trees, 
And fill all fruit with ripeness to the core; 

To swell the gourd, and plump the hazel shells 
With a sweet kernel; to set budding more, 
And still more, later flowers for the bees, 

Until they think warm days will never cease, 
 For summer has o'er-brimm'd their clammy cells.

Who hath not seen thee oft amid thy store? 
 Sometimes whoever seeks abroad may find 

Thee sitting careless on a granary floor, 
 Thy hair soft-lifted by the winnowing wind; 
Or on a half-reap'd furrow sound asleep, 

 Drows'd with the fume of poppies, while thy hook 
 Spares the next swath and all its twinèd flowers: 

And sometimes like a gleaner thou dost keep 
 Steady thy laden head across a brook; 
 Or by a cider-press, with patient look, 

 Thou watchest the last oozings hours by hours.

Where are the songs of spring? Ay, where are they? 
 Think not of them, thou hast thy music too, - 
While barrèd clouds bloom the soft-dying day, 
 And touch the stubble-plains with rosy hue; 
Then in a wailful choir the small gnats mourn 

 Among the river sallows, borne aloft 
 Or sinking as the light wind lives or dies; 

And full-grown lambs loud bleat from hilly bourn; 
 Hedge-crickets sing; and now with treble soft 
 The red-breast whistles from a garden-croft; 
 And gathering swallows twitter in the skies.
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Before we can proceed, we need to make sure that we understand the poem on its most 
superficial level – what the words mean – and this may require some effort, especially if 
English is not your native language. To help you, I have compiled a glossary of some of 
the more difficult words, with an Italian translation and an English explanation where the 
word may not be readily understandable by a native speaker.

Glossary

mists (foschia)
mellow  pleasantly smooth or soft, well-matured (maturo, stagionato, amabile, succoso, 
dolce)
fruitfulness (fertilità, fecondità)
bosom-friend (amico del cuore)
conspire  to make secret plans (cospirare, congiurare)
to load  (caricare)
to bless  (benedire)
vines (vite, pianta rampicante)
thatch roof covering of straw (copertura di paglia per tetti)
eaves part of the roof that meets or overhangs the walls of a building (gronda, cornicione)
moss'd (coperto di muschio)
ripeness (maturità)
core (torsolo, centro)
to swell (gonfiare)
gourd fleshy, large fruit with hard skin (cucurbitacee, specie di zucca)
to plump to make fatter (fare ingrassare)
hazel (nocciuola)
shell (guscio)
kernel softer internal part of a nut (mandorla, gheriglio)
to set budding (fare sbocciare)
o'er brimmed (traboccato, fatto pieno fino all'orlo)
clammy (viscoso, umido)
store (provvista, abbondanza, deposito)
granary (granaio)
winnowing blowing in order to separate the wheat from the chaff (vagliatura, spulatura)
to reap (mietere)
furrow (solco)
drowsed (essere assopito)
poppy (papavero)
hook (falce)
to spare (risparmiare, fare grazie di)
swathe (falciata, striscia)
twinèd (torto, attorcigliato)
gleaner the person who gathered left-over grain after a harvest (spigolatrice)
laden (caricato)
brook (ruscello)
cider-press (torchio da cidro)
oozing (trasudazione, fluire lentamente)
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barrèd marked with stripes  (barrato, a strisce)
bloom (risplendere, arrossire, fiorire)
stubble-plains (campi di stoppia)
hue (tinta, colore)
wailful (lamentoso)
gnats (moscerini)
mourn (lamentare, piangere la morte)
sallow willow tree (salice)
borne aloft (portato in alto)
to sink (abbassare)
to bleat (belare)
bourn limit, boundary (confine)
hedge-crickets grilli di siepe
treble soprano
redbreast pettirosso
garden-croft small enclosed field (campicello)
swallow rondine
twitter cinguettare

This poem does not seem, at first sight,  to present any of the problems of “Design”. 
Rather than a reflection on metaphysical problems of good, evil, and free will, “To Autumn” 
seems to be concerned with “merely” painting a picture of the season. It may be more 
appropriate therefore, rather than making a prose summary, to reflect on what effects the 
poet is trying to achieve, and then to consider how these effects are achieved. After you 
have read the poem once or twice, try to identify what you would consider some of the key 
words in the poem. 

This will clearly vary from reader to reader, but I would be surprised if most readers did not 
include at least some of the following:

mellow
ripeness
flowers
bloom
soft-dying
mourn

These words, and many others like them in the poem, express a central conflict in the 
notion of “autumn”. Autumn is, one the one hand, the season of maturity and fruitfulness, 
the season of the harvest, and at the same time the precursor to winter, and death. If we 
look at the poem again, we can see how this notion of ambivalence is echoed again and 
again, in word-pairings which embody similar contrasts. For example:

mists - mellow
friend - conspiring
load - bless
warm – clammy
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bloom – dying

This idea of autumn as containing within it two concepts simultaneously is reflected in 
other ways. The maturing sun, for example, means both that the sun matures things and 
that the sun itself is coming to maturity. The cells are o'er-brimm'd, that is, they are full to 
overflowing, hence there is both fullness and loss. Autumn is personified as a reaper with 
a hook, which cannot fail to make us think of the “grim reaper”, death, yet this reaper has 
fallen asleep and the next swathe is “spared”. 

The final stanza begins by invoking the songs of Spring. Spring, in contrast with autumn, is 
a relatively unambiguous concept and has been associated with ideas of rebirth and 
renewal since poetry began. But the poet says that autumn too, has its music, and again, 
the images express both winter and death (soft-dying day, stubble plains, wailful, mourn, 
sallows, sinking, dies, redbreast) and the promise of spring and rebirth (bloom, rosy hue, 
borne aloft, lives, lambs, swallows). The final impression we are left with is that of the 
cyclical nature of existence, the seasons follow one another and spring follows winter just 
as a winter follows autumn. 

Each of the three stanzas privileges a different sense. The first is full of images relating to 
taste and touch, the second to sight and the third to sound. There is perhaps a move away 
from the most immediate (we can only taste and feel things which are in our grasp) 
through a less immediate sensation of sight to the least immediate (we can hear things 
which are distant, which we may not be able to see or touch). There is a similar movement 
away from the ripeness and richness of the first stanza (mellow, maturing, apples, fruit, 
ripeness, plump) to the high-pitched, relative sharpness of the sounds in the third (the 
gnats, lambs, crickets and robin) which again reflects the movement from late summer to 
early winter. There is also a progression through the stanzas from morning, to afternoon, 
to evening.

Finally, let us consider how effectively Keats uses the sounds of the language to 
emphasise the picture he is drawing. Try saying line 4 out loud, for example, and you will 
discover that it is almost a tongue-twister, with the tongue having to mimic the twisting 
motion of the vines. Ending line 17 with the word “hook” creates a kind of retarding effect, 
which adds tension until it is released with the next word “spares”. A similar effect is 
gained by ending line 19 with the word “keep” which makes us almost worry for the 
wobbling basket until the reassuring “steady”. Notice too the slowness of the articulation as 
we say the line “Thou watchest the last oozings hours by hours.” as the line itself seems 
almost endless along with the motion of the cider-press. Finally, notice how our voice 
naturally rises as we say “borne aloft” and falls with “or sinking”. This kind of effect is what 
the 18th century poet Pope meant when he said: 

The sound must seem an echo to the sense

and recognising this kind of effect is one of the greatest pleasures of reading poetry.


